A stable method to model the acoustic response of multilayered structures J. Appl. Phys. 113, 083506 (2013) Method of extreme surfaces for optimizing geometry of acousto-optic interactions in crystalline materials: Example of LiNbO3 crystals J. Appl. Phys. 113, 083103 (2013) Photothermal model fitting in the complex plane for thermal properties determination in solids Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84, 024903 (2013) Transient lattice distortion induced by ultrashort heat pulse propagation through thin film metal/metal interface Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 051915 (2013) Lamb wave band gaps in a double-sided phononic plate J. Appl. Phys. 113, 053509 (2013) Additional information on J. Appl. Phys. Identifying microscopic geometric properties and fluid flow through opened-cell and partially closed-cell solid structures is a challenge for material science, in particular, for the design of porous media used as sound absorbers in building and transportation industries. We revisit recent literature data to identify the local characteristic lengths dominating the transport properties and sound absorbing behavior of polyurethane foam samples by performing numerical homogenization simulations. To determine the characteristic sizes of the model, we need porosity and permeability measurements in conjunction with ligament lengths estimates from available scanning electron microscope images. We demonstrate that this description of the porous material, consistent with the critical path picture following from the percolation arguments, is widely applicable. This is an important step towards tuning sound proofing properties of complex materials. 
Identifying local characteristic lengths governing sound wave properties in solid foams Identifying microscopic geometric properties and fluid flow through opened-cell and partially closed-cell solid structures is a challenge for material science, in particular, for the design of porous media used as sound absorbers in building and transportation industries. We revisit recent literature data to identify the local characteristic lengths dominating the transport properties and sound absorbing behavior of polyurethane foam samples by performing numerical homogenization simulations. To determine the characteristic sizes of the model, we need porosity and permeability measurements in conjunction with ligament lengths estimates from available scanning electron microscope images. We demonstrate that this description of the porous material, consistent with the critical path picture following from the percolation arguments, is widely applicable. This is an important step towards tuning sound proofing properties of complex materials. Some important characteristics of a sound absorbing material are the transport properties, from which an approximate but robust description of its long wavelengths behavior derives. [1] [2] [3] [4] Transport properties include the rate of either diffusive, electrical, or fluid movement through fluid-filled pore space. But, a more detailed understanding comes from identifying other microstructural parameters. For disordered rigid-framed solid foams in which a sound wave is propagating and dissipated by visco-inertial and thermal interactions, transport properties are often very sensitive to the local variability of the geometry, their real microstructure. Thus, a systematic identification of local characteristic lengths has not yet been performed in polyurethane foams. In this paper, we present precise estimates of microscopic geometric quantities of a three-dimensional periodic unit-cell (3D PUC)-with representations of pore and throat sizes that explicitly show the microphysical basis behind transport phenomena.
In classical semi-phenomenological acoustics, no clear relationships occur with the microgeometry itself. The situation is quite different in numerical homogenization. Indeed, Auriault, 5 and others (see references therein) showed that even a disordered porous medium can undergo a homogenization to a quite simple form, a periodic structure, provided that the situation obeys scale separation (any feature of the local geometry is much smaller compared to the incident wavelength). The application of this theory to real rigid porous media in the long wavelengths' regime captures the essential of the physics at both the micro and macro scales, and the way to compute explicitly the coefficients involved at the upper scale level. 6, 7 Porous media that obey scale separations, such as disordered solid foam samples, undergo a transition between viscous (isothermal) and inertial (adiabatic) regimes by forming the three-dimensional periodic unit cells that act as the overall porous material. For this to happen, local characteristic lengths identification is necessary. In the simplest cases, the transport parameters are determined experimentally. 8 This characterization may be correlated to the closed pore content of polyurethane foam samples (the ratio of the number of closed windows to the total number of windows visible on micrographs). 9 The resulting semi-empirical relationships are typically applicable to a wide range of real foam samples. However, the micro-macro relations emerging from these correlations are only directly applicable to the actual fabrication processes. The physical insight in this numerical homogenization scheme is much larger than experimental characterization and semi-empirical correlations by allowing identification of local geometry features which have a significant impact at the upper scale.
The application of the numerical homogenization has proven to be widely applicable to synthesized periodic porous materials. 10 Beyond conventional characterization techniques, 11 it describes the complex interplay of the fluid flow within the porous media, in the frequency-dependent response, or in asymptotic behaviors at low and high frequencies. There is an important class of synthetic porous materials that do not follow the periodic structures paradigm. These materials seem too disordered to be described by a periodic unit cell that starts from a regular structure. However, a completely new way to interpret transports within disordered pore spaces has emerged-critical path ideas, whose conceptual strength can be used to identify characteristic lengths of the pore space. 12, 13 To determine the characteristic lengths of real solid foam samples, one model is used here to cope with different experimental a)
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II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The general strategy to determine the three-dimensional periodic unit cell representative of a given real foam sample is to measure the porosity / and permeability k 0 , in such a way that a Kelvin cell without solid films corresponding to the measured experimental data might be found. Equivalently, by causing the closure rate of membranes d/d max to grow, a relative measure of the membranes' size when compared to the size of the smallest windows, 15 one can determine the new size of the cell until the computed and measured ligament lengths become comparable. We measure the ligament length from published scanning electron micrographs, when these data are not reported in literature. The remaining transport parameters are then directly determined from the local geometry model and accurately computed by numerically solving the appropriate boundary value problems.
First, we test the model against a series of measurements on polyurethane foam samples recently reported by Kino et al. 8 Data (non-acoustical) for porosity / and permeability k 0 were provided for three polyurethane foam samples, namely, 1, 2, and 5 ( (Fig. 1 of Ref. 8)-and from which rough estimates of the corresponding ligament lengths lying in the plane of observation might be obtained (to limit the 2D projection bias), yielding L m 6 DL m . We next tested the quantitative accuracy of our model's predictions against those of semi-empirical models derived for fully and non-fully reticulated polyurethane foam samples. 9 In this paper, Doutres, Atalla, and Dong (DAD) carried out extensive measurements. They provide expressions allowing correlations between macroscopic parameters and local geometry features of polyurethane foam samples from fifteen different materials, together with the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient for three of them (namely, M7, M9, and M11). Finally, data on various polyurethane foam samples, namely, R 1 ,R 2 , and R 3 , were taken from Tables I and II of  Ref. 14. We can, therefore, compare our model with three new complete sets of experimental data available in the literature (Refs. 8, 9, and 14).
The details on the numerical homogenization method used in this study were described elsewhere.
14 Briefly, quasistatic viscous permeability measurements on real porous materials should respect the essentially laminar airflow entering and leaving the test specimen. The finite-element method provides approximate solutions to partial differential equations reflecting the polymeric foam's local geometry, assumed to be motionless. The scale separation allows the elimination of the coupling terms between visco-inertial and thermal dissipations. Locally, the fluid flow is described by incompressibility, and the fluid pressure is constant throughout a pore cross-section transverse to the compression wave propagation direction. The asymptotic transport coefficients were computed numerically from field averaging by solving the Stokes (static viscous permeability k 0 , static viscous tortuosity a 0 ), potential-flow (tortuosity a 1 , and viscous length K), and Laplace equations (static thermal permeability k 0 0 also known as the inverse of the trapping constant C, static thermal tortuosity a 0 0 ). Open porosity / and thermal characteristic length K 0 also known as the generalized hydraulic radius are purely geometrical macroscopic parameters, respectively, derived from the fluid volume to bulk volume ratio and from twice the fluid volume to wetted surface area ratio. The linear response functions of the visco-thermal fluid entailed in a rigid porous medium and subjected to an infinitesimal oscillatory pressure gradient across the sample were estimated analytically using semi-phenomenological models, which are valid as long as the wavelength of sound (in the fluid) is much larger than the characteristic sizes of pores. In what follows, we test the results of the numerical model directly with the literature data.
III. RESULTS
Our method was tested against information available for a series of nine polyurethane foam samples that can be studied in two independent ways: by direct measurements of ligament lengths and thicknesses when the solid foam is free of solid film ( Fig. 9(a) of Ref. 14) , and using the iterative approach (Ref. 15 ) when the foam samples are not fully reticulated. These determinations yield the identification of the local characteristic lengths governing sound wave properties (Fig. 1) . Fig. 1 also shows the localization of these characteristic lengths on the scanning electron micrographs. Our data show good agreement with the real foam sample micrographs. Fixing from measurements /, k 0 , and L m ,orL m and the ligaments thickness 2r, our method 14,15 yields a prediction for K 0 , a 0 , K, a 1 , k 0 0 , a 0 0 , in acceptable agreement with Refs. 8 and 9 (Tables I and II) , but also in agreement with the microstructure. Note that there are only three samples chosen from DADs' fifteen because the measured values of acoustic properties are given by DAD for only three samples. In other words, the acoustical prediction's usefulness as a direct prediction of K 0 , a 0 , K, a 1 , k 0 0 , a 0 0 , based on two or three experimental measurements (/, k 0 , and L m ;o rL m and 2r) might be fully established only for samples M7, M9, and M11 with Ref. 9 .
From the macroscopic parameters, we obtain all the other acoustic quantities of the rigid porous material (Ref.
14, Appendix B]. Fig. 2 shows the sound absorption coefficient at normal incidence (SAC NI ) as a function of frequency. At low frequencies, the SAC NI is governed by the fixed permeability k 0 . At high frequencies, the SAC NI is dominated by the asymptotic high frequency parameters (K, a 1 , and K 0 ). In between, the effect of the elastic properties of the real foam samples may be observed. For instance, a dramatic rise of the SAC NI is observed for sample 1 around 1500 Hz (Fig. 2, top left) . Such a feature in the experimental values of the SAC NI is the characteristic of local resonances of an elastic solid phase, which may be taken into account, for example, using classical Biot theory.
We shall now examine some elements based on experimental characterizations of the porous materials that can serve as a basis to simply interpret discrepancies between the experimental and numerical results, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (left and center). Such attempts can be found in the literature on the acoustics of porous materials where geometrical, transport, and elastic properties were related empirically to an elastoacoustic coupling criterion, the Frame Acoustical Excitability (FAE). 17 For instance, because the permeability of sample 5 is very low (Table I ) and its skeleton deformable (relatively low Young's modulus, Table I of Ref. 8), the elasto-acoustic coupling with the acoustic wave is strong, Fig. 2(a) (left) . This corresponds to a high FAE, FAE > 2 (W/kg). Although the Zwikker and Kosten decoupling frequency f d 18 indicates, in the frequency range of interest, the existence of partial decoupling between the solid and fluid phases of the porous sample, the FAE criterion also formulates this acoustical energy transfer to the solid phase in terms of the resonance frequency of the frame-borne wave. These are combined with a geometrical shape factor of the foam sample, in order to deal with the effect of the edge constraint and mounting conditions in a standing wave tube. Interestingly, because of the very low permeability of sample 5, a small penetrating depth of the wave is expected. This favors structural dissipation mechanisms by resonance of the frame corresponding to a high sound absorption peak, in addition to a surface absorption phenomenon. And it also explains why, contrary to less resistive foams for which a local sound absorption decrease is generally observed around the first quarter wavelength resonance frequency of the frame-borne wave, an absorption peak is observed in the same way as for closedcell elastic foams (Fig. 7 of Ref. 19 ).
In models of rigid-framed porous media, such jumps had been inferred by making empirical corrections to the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model to fit the experimental data that implied a resonance. 8 Arguably this approach does better than the numerical method advocated in the current paper-at least for the samples 1 and 2. It should also be mentioned that sample 5 was prepared especially to remove all membranes. Moreover, Ref. 8 goes on to explain and elaborate on the presence of the "frame resonance in impedance tube data by reference to poroelastic theory. It is important to note, however, that Ref. 8 does not give a prediction for the acoustic properties of a porous material because it 
Sample
Method uses semi-empirical fitted factors N 1 and N 2 . The main objection to them in respect of the author's" work might be that they are applicable only to the tested materials and therefore not as potentially general as the parameters in the proposed approach. A second important consideration is that these factors cannot be simply interpreted, since they are not directly related to the pore structure. In this work, we do not expect to predict the elastic behavior very close to the structural resonance, because the skeleton is assumed to be undeformable (this will be the topic of a forthcoming paper). The results (Fig. 2 )s h o wt h a tm o s t of the sound absorbing behaviors are well captured, within the error bars. It might be worth mentioning that the good agreement for foam sample M11 between the DAD semi-empirical estimates, and the standing wave tube measurements, is partly due to the fact that the data used to generate the model from fits are also the one taken to evaluate it. Another important remark is that DADs start from windows that are either opened or closed (Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. 9), whereas our geometrical model relies on membrane sizes d that are identical for all the windows (Fig. 1) . One may, respectively, speak about a "binary" situation, as opposed to a rather "continuous" case (both of these modeling choices being induced by cellular morphology observations, and fabrication processes). A comparison between Fig. 2(b) (right) and Fig. 1(M11) suggests that an improvement of the sound absorption prediction is expected for a local geometry model that would combine the "binary" and "continuous" features in a common periodic unit cell. One can find many other porous materials in literature on the subject where such a cellular morphology could be applicable. Dupont et al. 20 refer to air saturated materials containing dead-end porosities. The sound wave properties' prediction based on such a candidate needs more development and validation before its ultimate usefulness is made clear, and thus its discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Fig. 9(a) )}, the predictions are surprisingly close to the measured values of SAC NI . This behavior is consistent with our macroscopic parameters (see Tables I and II, and Table I of Ref. 15 ), but the elastic resonance is not resolved. Unlike the previous experimental or semi-empirical determinations of macroscopic parameters for real foam samples, 8, 9 we essentially determine high frequency transport parameters directly from the unit cells, finding a local geometry model in agreement with the key multi-scale experimental data /, k 0 , and L m .
After an analysis of the proposed approach at the microstructural level, transport coefficients and acoustic properties were shown to be predicted, with good agreement with the experiment. The next question that must be addressed is: even if identifying local characteristic lengths is a good base of prediction for some transport coefficients and acoustic properties, does it work for analyzing transport coefficients in terms of microstructural parameters? In particular, does it work for polyurethane foam samples containing solid films or membranes which may have holes? From the computation of the viscous characteristic length K (see Ref. 1), we can obtain a reduced geometrical representation K/T sm as a function of the closure rate of membranes d/d max ( Fig. 3(a) ); the closure rate of membranes d/d max being defined as the ratio between the actual membrane size and the maximum membrane size of the squared windows. First, let d be the membrane size; and d max the maximum membrane size such that the squared windows are entirely closed, d max ¼ L/2 À r (Fig. 1) . One can see that the closure rate of membranes d/d max may progress from an opened-cell structure without any solid film (d ¼ 0) to a fully closed-cell structure when d/d max ! 2.1. More precisely, the maximum value of d/d max depends on the porosity /. In the interval of / from 0.9 to 0.99, this maximum closure rate of membranes 14 (M7 and M9, direct microstructural data) and membrane-based 15 (M11, iterative approach) three-dimensional unit-cells. (a) direct measurements and characterization techniques and (b) semi-empirical estimates.
Method X ¼ 20
ðL=rÞÀ2 varies from 2.1 to 1.8. Then, let T sm be the mean throat size, T sm ¼ (T s1 þ T s2 )/2. In the interval of d/ d max from 0 to 1, two throat sizes exist, T s1 and T s2 , corresponding to the small (squared) and large (hexagonal) windows. Thus, for d/d max > 1, T s1 ¼ 0 and only T s2 differs from zero. In the interval of d/d max from 0 to 1, the reduced representation of K attains a maximum of K/T sm ¼ 1.4 at K/T sm as d/d max ¼ 1/20, and then decreases at larger closure rates, as expected for a perfect fluid flow in a porous medium whose viscous length is dominated by the smallest interconnections. Around d/d max ¼ 1, a singular behavior is observed, corresponding to the closing of squared windows. In the interval of d/d max from 1 to around 1.75, the reduced representation of K is close to unity, K/T sm % 1, and therefore the viscous characteristic length is close to the radius of the opening between interconnected pores, K % T s2 /2. This is a key result, relating explicitly the viscous characteristic lengths K to the throat size radius T s2 /2.
From the unit cell geometry and perfect fluid flow, we can obtain the thermal over viscous characteristic lengths ratio K 0 /K as a function of d/d max ( Fig. 3(b) ). At low closure rates, K 0 /K is close to the typical macroscopic characteristic lengths ratio of a fibrous medium.
This shows that partially closed cell solid foams cannot be described in terms of a fibrous medium picture, although some sound absorbing properties agree surprisingly well with the expectation of a fibrous medium. 8 Above strongly increase over the value expected for a reticulated solid foam, which we interpret as an increasing contrast between the pore and interconnected throat sizes. Membranes have a strong overall contribution to this contrast. Although the closure rate of membranes and the closed pore content are not directly comparable, a similar trend is observable on DAD measurements which related the thermal over viscous lengths ratio to the closed pore content by a power law [see Fig. 6 (f) and Eq. (7) 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We performed numerical homogenization experiments of the compression wave propagation across an air-filled saturated rigid foam sample at the long wavelength regime, without any fits at micro-or macro-scales, enabling validation of the method for polyurethane foam samples. Similar unbiased methods can be applied to other porous materials, for example, aluminum foams with spherical cells 21 or stratified foams made of recycled materials 22 and porous bones.
The results of this comparative investigation are a milestone in the quantitative analysis and understanding of this problem. The computation of transport parameters-how sound propagation and dissipation properties relate to the cellular morphology-relies on determining the local velocity and temperature fields as a function of the low and high frequency asymptotic behaviors from idealized periodic unit cells. Assuming long wavelengths incident sound waves, we determined the local characteristic lengths, transport, and acoustic properties of solid foams with unprecedented multiscale consistency. In particular, we determined the high frequency transport parameters of the foam by relating the permeability and closure rate of membranes up to the measured cell size. This new method for characterizing solid foams improved the identification of local characteristic lengths governing sound wave properties compared to previous experiments, 8, 9 and also allowed the observation of the idealized unit cell in a direct manner (see the Figs. 1 and 3) . This work provides precise values of interdependent macroscopic parameters, such as /, k 0 , k 0 0 , K, K 0 , a 0 , a 0 0 , and a 1 ; which are essentially the physical signatures of the low Reynolds numbers hydrodynamics, electric conduction, and diffusion-controlled reaction processes; and remain controversial from the experimental point of view. 23 Indeed, the numerical results are now accurate enough to benchmark novel experimental methods for the characterization of porous media properties problem.
An import step in our evaluation of the acoustic properties is the reduction of the disordered porous material to an equivalent 3D PUC. We remark that the critical path ideas that we used to obtain the scaling of the equivalent 3D PUC is essential for a correct understanding of the problem, and that correct local characteristic sizes can be obtained for the overall transport properties governing acoustic propagation at the upper scale if this feature is taken into account. An incorrect evaluation of the local characteristic sizes is obtained, for example, if one ignores the local heterogeneity in the pore sizes, and neglects the strong cross-section changes induced by the presence of membranes. In this picture, the 3D PUC linking the active sites of the real porous material is representative of the long-wavelengths acoustic properties; and, thus, the microstructure of the material can be optimized for specific purposes by adjusting the local geometry parameters of the model owing to the progress in manufacturing methods. 24 In addition, the computations shed new light on the interpretation of the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths in terms of either the throat size ( Fig. 3(a) ) or the cell size (Fig. 3(b) ); the general features of the numerical results are substantiated by the experimental data of the literature. In this sense, 3D PUC identification can serve as a kind of bridge that allows solving multi-scale problems that are intractable otherwise. 
